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Counting people without counting people 
A whitepaper on counting people using a WiFI device by Florian Bogeschdorfer, v 1.0, 2020/05/06 

 

 

Counting people as passersby, viewers or visitors and following their paths in a sales location, has always been a 
goal of many industries – from sales psychologists to DOOH networks. 

In times of Covid-19, counting people in a certain area, for example customers in a store, visitors of a venue or in 
a government office has become a necessity, often even by law. 

I have seen a lot of smart / less smart, ugly / less ugly solutions, based on sensors and cameras. They all have their 
very own advantages and especially face tracking works quiet well. However, they have a lot of disadvantages 
too. Problems arise with security, privacy rights, multiple entrances or even no entrances at all, accuracy, 
installations in door areas where there is no preparation for this kind of installation and many more. 

In this white paper I want to introduce you to a third way – apart from sensors and cameras – which works 
surprisingly well when all you need is a number: phone tracking. 

A phone is a visitor is a WiFi signal 
The basic assumption is obvious. With a high grade of probability an adult person in our western world will carry a 
smartphone on their body. For somebody not carrying, there is another one carrying two. Therefore, we can 
equate a mobile phone with a visitor. 

Every smartphone has WiFi and sends out WiFi signals – what could be more logic than to count these signals to 
get the number of people inside our designated area? 
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The truth behind your WiFi smartphone 
Every WiFi device – and that includes Android and iOS phones – has to communicate with a WiFI access point in 
order to work. This bidirectional communication is regulated by the IEEE 802.11 and following protocols. You can 
find details about it at https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/IEEE_802.11. 

Communication is separated into packets which are split up into frames and there are three different types of 
frames in the 802.11 protocol which I will explain in a very simplified way:  

• Management frames are managing the network, so it can communicate 
• Data frames are carrying your data from one point to the other 
• Control frames help delivering your data and control the workflow 

These frames contain a large number of subtypes and the whole protocol is really a complex thing to understand. 
However, for this white paper we don’t need to dig too deep into the details, expect for a few frames, one of it in 
particular – the “probe request”.  

Its purpose is to find the access points in the area. It is like the “ping” which you might know from the networking 
world.  

Your phone wants to be able to connect to known networks as soon as possible and therefore it sends out probe 
requests approximately every minute. The exact intervals and rules are secrets of the phone companies like 
Apple, Google, Samsung etc. but every phone will do this one way or another. There is usually nothing you can do 
about this, even if you turn your WiFi off, most phones will keep pinging in order to connect as fast as possible 
when you turn your WiFi back on. 

This ping is sent into thin air, every wireless device in reach can receive this ping. The phone does not have to be 
connected to any WiFi network. And this ping contains a MAC address so that other devices can respond to it 
directly. As you might know, MAC addresses are almost unique to any networking device and this is one key point 
of this technology concept as the MAC address allows us to identify different phones, in explicit count the 
numbers of different phones in the reach.  

       The exemplary construct of a 802.11 frame: 

 

 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/IEEE_802.11
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Now before you think that this is a way to track 
you personally, let me tell you that this is 95% 
science history (in contrary to science fiction) 
because while this used to be possible just a 
few years ago, modern phone OS like iOS and 
Android are now hiding the real MAC address 
by “spoofing” it – meaning they will send a 
randomly created MAC address with their ping.  

We can tell there is somebody but not who.  

 

 

 

 

Putting it all together 
Almost every WiFi device can pick up these pings – it’s part of the specification. Mostly, this function is not 
activated or available because other than for access points it is just not necessary. By googling you will find a 
matching library or driver for practically any OS and any device to catch the relevant subframes and interpret 
them. I built my proof of concept with a SoC solution. 

With a piece of software we can now register the incoming MAC addresses and create a people counter. With 
refreshing the last ping of a MAC address we know this person is still here. Using a system of timeouts we know 
that this person left (there is no “good bye” ping unfortunately so timeouts are the way to go). By combining 
these three principles our people counter is ready!! 

Advantages over sensors and cameras 
• Very cheap devices are possible 
• Little instalment costs 
• Zero daily effort for cleaning or maintenance 
• Installation inside the location, vandalism-proof 
• No matter how many doors / entrances 
• By linking several devices, departments/areas can be setup and controlled separately 
• Compliant to EU data privacy regulations as all data is anonymous 
• Independent from outside conditions like humidity and temperature 
• Additional, anonymous data about movements inside the location 

Typical indices after optimizing 
• Accuracy (detection rate) of 80 to 95% 
• Average detection speed: 40 seconds 
• Minimum average length of stay: 90 seconds 
• Capacity: 1000 tested 

But… 
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… it’s a bit more complicated than that 

 

The people counter based on smartphones will work but not very accurately or comfortable. There are a lot of 
things to consider: 

• Signals outside my area might be received 
• The people counter has a more or less bowl-shaped reception area but most locations have corners 

instead 
• The visit was too short to receive a ping from a certain phone 
• Your timeouts are inappropriate, and people keep crowding your location 
• Your timeouts are inappropriate, and people are waiting outside while your location is empty 
• There are up to 14 WiFi channels – the ping could be on any of them or even all 

Therefore, the final solution must include evaluating the signal level of the ping in order to estimate a distance 
from the access point. 

It must surf through the channels, pick up as many pings as possible but sort out doubles. 

A clever algorithm must be applied to get the most accurate counting rate and the fastest reaction time while not 
making too many mistakes. 

For my proof of concept, I have done all this and invested a lot of time to get the best result – see the indices on 
the page before. It could still be improved though. 

With a good signal level algorithm, the device is suited for very small locations too. When we want to count 
passersby however, the reaction time is too slow. We would have to use more math, creating s similar algorithm 
like the ones used for TV ratings. 
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Adding some eye-catchers with SpinetiX 
In my proof of concept, I connected the prototype to three different signage 
systems. Of course, you could use it to switch on or off simple red and green 
lights, but I love digital signage and appealing designs. 

Using a SpinetiX player which has one of the best if not the best API 
implementations in the signage world, I sent only the current number of visitors 
from the device to the signage player, using a REST call setting a shared variable 
like this: 

http://192.168.2.47:1234/update?visitors=20 

The lovely thing with SpinetiX’ Elementi software is, that it is completely 
scriptable and I was able to react to the number from inside the player and allow 
real-time animations like a meter showing the free capacity and an estimated 
time for the next entry. 

 

 

 

 

Cheap basics with DOOHID 
In the second scenario I set a visitor limit inside the device and using my company’s minimalist showcase product 
“DOOHID”, I sent different REST-like requests to allow people in or stop them: 

http://192.168.X.Y/setContent?....&content=stop 

http://192.168.X.Y/setContent?....&content=go 

Browser compatible, super comfortable, using a Samsung screen 
In the third scenario I built a small web server into the device, showing a small website with counter and some 
graphics to get in or stop and used my Samsung Magic Info Screen to display that website. Although I could have 
used the Samsung API instead, I was happy about the browser solution built into the screen. 

 

One of these examples will work with 90% of the available DS 
software, also with yours! 
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